Images from the Zion Hill Community 1929

By Cassandra Bennett

Legend
- Known Occupants
- 1929 Zion Hill Buildings
- 1929 Zion Hill Roads

Address | Head     | Owner   | R/O | R/O Value |
--------|----------|---------|-----|-----------|
226 Bois d'Arc | Benton, Marcellus | Rent | $12.00 |
222 Bois d'Arc | Clay, Charlie | Clay, Charlie | Own | $300.00 |
222 Bois d'Arc | Clay, Eugene | Clay, Charlie | Rent | $12.00 |
222 Bois d'Arc | Clay, Charles | Clay, Charlie | Rent | $12.00 |
210 Richardson | Davis, Edwin | Donegan, Casz | Rent | $8.00 |
302 N. LaNama | Donegan, Casz | Donegan, Casz | Own | $5,000.00 |
211 Bois d'Arc | Donegan, Casz | Donegan, Casz | Own | $0.00 |
230 Bois d'Arc | Scott, John | Scott, John | Own | $500.00 |
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